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Abstract—This paper presents recent developments in Liquid Crystal-based reflectarray antennas for mm-wave applications, future perspectives for this technology and its particular use in SATCOM applications.

Index Terms—electronically reconfigurable reflectarray, Liquid Crystals (LCs), SATCOM antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

LC-based reflectarray antennas are a very attractive option to produce low-cost and high-gain electronically reconfigurable antennas at mm and sub-mm wave frequencies. The required phase agility is obtained by exploiting the property of the liquid crystals to change its permittivity by the application of an AC voltage [1]-[4]. This property is exhibited over a wide range of frequencies, spanning AC to optical wavelengths. The basic LC-based reflectarray cell is constructed of a superstrate on which the metalized elements are printed, a ground plane, and a cavity that is filled with the LC (Fig. 1). If the permittivity is varied, both the resonance frequency of the metallic patches and the phase of the reflected field are changed. Since the permittivity of the LC can be varied locally, the tunable material can be integrated in all the cells at the same time during the fabrication process, so that the reconfigurable antenna can be manufactured without the need for integrating hundreds or thousands devices in the array. Thus, the fabrication process is significantly simplified, which is especially beneficial for large reconfigurable arrays such as those required for SATCOM applications.

II. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The functionality of LC-based reflectarrays was investigated in several references during the last decade. In [1]-[3], the behavior of a single resonant LC-reflectarray cell was experimentally demonstrated in X, Ka and W bands, respectively. The previous work highlighted several limitations for this type of cell, such as: insufficient phase range, narrow bandwidth, high losses and often poor agreement between simulated and measured results. At antenna level, the structures exhibited low gain and efficiency, narrow band operation, high side-lobe levels (SLL), and a very small scan angle range.

These limitations were due to the single resonant performance of the cells and the use of simple models to describe the behavior of the LC and to obtain the required bias voltages. In many cases, the latter led to the generation of very large phase errors across the antenna aperture. More recent investigations described innovative work to overcome these limitations by including several coplanar resonators [4], and by introducing accurate modeling of the LC which enabled the required voltages to be obtained in conjunction with a much reduced phase error [5]. These improved design procedures were used to design an antenna and demonstrate beam scanning in one plane (linear polarization) at 100 GHz [6]. Excellent results were obtained (see Fig. 2) and good agreement between simulations and measurements was observed. The electrical performance obtained in terms of bandwidth (8 %), SLL (<-13 dB), scan range (60º) and efficiency (20%, 19.6 dBi maximum gain) was significantly better than those presented previously even at lower frequencies. However, the antenna efficiency was lower than desirable, since the reflection phases of the LC-cells were only varied in 1-D, limiting the full focusing capabilities of the aperture.

The most recent work on LC-reflectarrays for beam scanning has investigated a means of increasing the antenna gain by mechanically collimating the beam in the orthogonal plane using an additional reflector. In [7], a reconfigurable folded reflectarray antenna configuration based on LC was experimentally demonstrated for beam scanning in one plane at 78 GHz. In this architecture, the LC-based reflectarray is employed as sub-reflector, and introduces a reconfigurable phase-shift to one polarization of the incident electric field but is transparent to the orthogonal field vector. The passive main reflectarray is designed to rotate the polarization and to focus the beam, so that the gain improvement is reported to...
be 6 dB with respect to a configuration which is provided by the same sub-reflector but with 1-D phase control. The electrical performance obtained in this case is: bandwidth (<1%), SLL (<−6 dB), scanning range (12°) and a maximum gain (25.1 dBi).

An additional improvement has been recently achieved by the authors of this paper by developing a dual-reflector antenna with a 1-D LC-reflectarray sub-reflector and a metal parabolic reflector. The structure was designed to work at a center frequency of 100 GHz. For this configuration, the antenna gain is increased as a consequence of the magnification factor (besides the aforementioned increase of 6 dB), although at the expense of decreasing the scan range by the same factor. The measured electrical performance is summarized as: bandwidth (7%), SLL (<−15 dB), beam scan range (12°) and maximum gain (35.2 dBi). The results will be shown in the final presentation. Other dual-reflector architectures are being investigated at present in order to obtain a trade-off between gain and scan range [8].

III. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR SATCOM ANTENNAS

All concepts, models, architectures and procedures described above are usable in a relatively wide range of wavelengths, including SATCOM frequencies. Although major advances over the past decade have led to significant improvements in the electrical performance of LC-reflectarray antennas, a few technical challenges remain to be solved before commercial exploitation is possible. One of the most important features that has yet to be achieved is full electronic beam scanning capability (or electronic beam shaping), which requires 2-D addressing of the voltage to be implemented in the LC-cells. It is noted that although independent control of the phase-shift in each cell can more easily be obtained using LC technology compared to other options such as MEMS or diodes (see Fig. 3a), LC material exhibits an additional property that allows passive addressing of the voltage [9].

The advantage of passive addressing lies in the fact that it just needs a segmented ground plane (see Fig. 3b), which drastically reduces the complexity of the 2-D addressing, and allows the creation of electrically large and low cost reconfigurable-beam antennas. In the final presentation, recent results obtained by the authors related to 2-D electronically reconfigurable reflectarrays based on LC will be shown.

Another parameter that needs to be improved in this type of beam-scanning antennas is the antenna efficiency. Commercially available LC mixtures are engineered for operation at microwave frequencies and therefore exhibit best performance (losses and tunability) at frequencies typically within X-band or Ka-band. This fact together with the inherent reduction in metal losses, suggest that LC reflectarray antennas will exhibit higher efficiencies (20-40%) at SATCOM frequencies than at 100 GHz. In addition, the use of new LC mixtures and/or more complex unit cells architectures are being investigated with the aim of increasing the antenna efficiency.

The beam scan speed of the LC reflectarray, which directly depends on the LC thickness and the viscosity, is another parameter that requires improvement to meet the requirements for some applications. The LC thicknesses used to create electronically tunable antennas operating at frequencies above 60 GHz are usually thicker than 80 µm, and the switching times are around 1-2 seconds. To reduce this, the use of polymer networks mixed with LCs (PNLCs) is being investigated by the authors of the paper, together with new cell architectures that are able to reduce the LC thickness without compromising electrical performance. PNLCs have been demonstrated to be capable of reducing the switching times several orders of magnitude for arbitrary thicknesses in optics [10], and therefore this approach opens the possibility of developing LC reflectarrays at frequencies below 60 GHz. Note that the use of the reflectarray cells such as those reported in [4] implies a thicknesses of 200 µm is required at SATCOM frequencies.

Fig. 2. (a) Photograph and (b) Measured elevation radiation patterns at 100 GHz for several scan angles, of the single offset LC based reflectarray antenna designed and tested at 100 GHz in [6].
As was noted above, investigations to create new cell architectures are necessary to improve in part some of the most important features of the antenna. As an example, Fig. 4 shows preliminary computed results of amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient versus frequency for several permittivity tensors [5] of a multi-resonant cell (size \( P_x = 5 \) mm and \( P_y = 4.4 \) mm) composed of five unequal length dipoles, that operates in Ka-band and uses commercially available LC GT3-23001 (used at 100 GHz in [4]-[7]). A phase range of 600º is achieved within a bandwidth of 10 % that covers the uplink band of SATCOM (from 27.5 GHz to 31 GHz). The phase-range is significantly larger than those achieved in the literature. The average reflection losses (6 dB) are lower than those reported at 100 GHz, whereas that the LC thickness (100 µm) is maintained similar to that one used at these frequencies. It should be highlighted that it is possible to trade-off a reduction in the loss with a reduction in the phase-range.

The cell has been designed by considering 1-mm thick low-cost FR-4 superstrate (\( \varepsilon_r = 4, \tan\delta = 0.01 \)). Note that quartz or glass wafers are used at frequencies beyond 60 GHz in order to reduce as much as possible the losses introduced by the superstrate and to maintain the appropriate thickness tolerances, although at the expense of assuming a relatively high cost. The main drawback in using FR-4 has to do with the fact that its surface is rough, so the polymer rubbing may not be possible to do. However, this cell exhibits enough phase-range to prevent the use of orienting layers, which simplifies the fabrication.

Using the results of the cell of Fig. 4, a preliminary design has been carried out for a LC-based reflectarray antenna operating at 30 GHz for uplink SATCOM applications (assuming linear polarization). The antenna is composed by 70 x 80 cells (350 x 350 mm), and the feed horn has been positioned so that the active scanning range (3 dB gain criteria) is between (-45º and +20º), as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the gain radiation patterns (elevation plane) calculated at 30 GHz for several scan angles in the elevation plane. The numerical model simulates the real effects of the LC on the reflectarray surface [6] and assumes that a real feed horn illuminates the antenna.
As can be noted, the maximum gain is 32.1 dBi and the SLL is maintained lower than -20 dB at all scan angles. The computed directivity is 38.3 dBi, so the average loss at cell level is 6.2 dB, giving an efficiency of 25%. Two antennas can be used to cover both links, so a similar procedure can be made to design the downlink antenna at 20 GHz.

In the final presentation, more details about novel cells, antenna architectures, materials and design procedures, which are considered by the authors to improve the performance of LC reflectarray antenna in terms of efficiency, scan speed, ease of fabrication, or even to achieve other required features for SATCOM antennas (circular polarization, dual-band, etc), will be discussed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

LC-based reflectarrays is a suitable candidate for developing low cost and high-gain electronic beam-scanning antennas that can be designed to meet the challenging electrical requirements for typical SATCOM applications. Simple biasing arrangements and feed architectures in conjunction with fabrication processes suitable for mass production make this class of antenna an attractive option for commercial exploitation.
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